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Abstract—This paper investigates the new programming
scheme to reduce the program disturb in the NAND Flash memory.
Program disturb characteristics are determined by the unwilling
electron injections in the floating gate of the unselected cells
during programming. Thus, the key point to improve the program
disturb characteristics is how to suppress the electron injection
in the unselected cells. This requirement can be implemented by
reducing the number of electrons in the unselected NAND strings
prior to programming. By applying negative bias to all the word
lines in the selected block, excess electrons can be removed from
the channel and source/drain regions into the bit line or the source
line using drift and diffusion mechanisms, and also electrons in
the surface states can be recombined with accumulated holes
before programming. After the pretreatment of electron reduction
in the NAND string, a normal NAND program sequence follows.
The advantage of the pretreatment before programming has been
verified by measuring the 8-Gb NAND Flash memory with a 50-nm
technology node. Significant reduction of the threshold voltage
shift was observed even after the severe program disturb stress,
which corresponds to around 30 times of the programming of the
2 bit/cell operation.

Index Terms—Flash memory, Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tunnel-
ing, junction leakage (J/L), NAND cell, program disturb, select gate
(SG), surface state.

I. INTRODUCTION

THROUGH A decade, NAND scaling has been in progress
from 250- to 25-nm technology nodes [1], [2], and re-

cently, the design rule has already reached 20 nm and has
continued further [3]–[7]. However, as the cell size is scaled,
Vt shift according to the parasitic neighboring cell coupling
has become more and more serious. In addition, Vt distribution
due to the Fowler-Nordheim-tunneling statistics and random
telegraph noise also has become more severe [8], [9]. Therefore,
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there has been no room for the Vt variation due to program
disturb. The program disturb is one of the key issues to be
overcome for the NAND-cell scaling. The channel boosting
potential degradation due to small channel boosting ratio (CBR)
and electron generations by junction leakage (J/L) limits the
program disturb [10]. The gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL)
at the select gate (SG) also has been reported to degrade the
channel boosting voltage [11]. These disturb issues become
more serious as the cell scales down and the channel boron con-
centration increases. Many approaches have been discussed to
improve the NAND-cell program disturb. Source/drain junction
engineering has been pursued to improve the J/L [12]–[14]. A
local self-boost scheme was proposed to improve the CBR [15].
A dummy word line (WL) structure was suggested to overcome
the GIDL problem at the SG-WL space [16]. However, the
program disturb issues due to the insufficient channel boosting
remain as one of the main concerns for the NAND-cell scaling
[17]. In this paper, we propose a new programming disturb-free
scheme (PDFS) to improve the program disturb characteristics
by increasing the boosted channel potential [18]. The key to
increase the channel potential is to eliminate the electrons in
the channel before programming.

Furthermore, PDFS also makes it possible to divide one page
into small sectors for programming (partial page programming)
even in the case of MLC operation. This paper is arranged by
firstly introducing the new programming scheme to suppress
the program disturb. Next, the effect of the proposed operation
is demonstrated with the experimental results by using an 8-Gb
MLC NAND Flash memory with a 50-nm design rule, and the
physical analysis is performed using 3-D device simulations.

II. ISSUES OF CONVENTIONAL SELF-BOOST OPERATION

Conventionally, the self-boosting operations [10]–[17] are
tested while they cannot fully prevent the program disturb. For
instance, consider the case that memory cells in the string are
all in erased state. The timing diagram is shown in Fig. 1, where
VSGD is set to be higher than Vt(SGD) to pass the 0 V in
the selected NAND cell string and VBL is set to be higher than
VSGD-Vt(SDG) to cut off the SG transistor of the unselected
NAND cell string for program inhibition. Before programming
(t < t1), positive biases are applied both to the bit lines (BLs)
and BL side SGs (SGDs) in order to eliminate electrons inside
a NAND string.

0018-9383/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Timing diagram of conventional program scheme for BL, drain side
SG, and selected and unselected WL biases.

Fig. 2. Lateral band diagram and carrier distribution in the conventional
scheme at the inhibit cell string during t1 < t < t2, where the carriers re-
mained in every channel region, under the condition: |Vt(cell)| − VSGD −
Vt(SGD), where SGD means BL side SG.

However, when erased Vt is deep enough [|Vt(cell)| >
VSGD − Vt(SGD)], a large amount of electrons still remain
in the whole channel region before programming, as shown in
Fig. 2. During programming (t2 < t < t3), Vpass pulses are
applied to the unselected WLs, and Vprg (Vprg > Vpass) is
applied to the selected WL. Some electrons from the NAND

string are laterally transferred into the channel of the program-
inhibit cell under the selected WL, and this leads to the lowering
of the surface potential of this cell, which will cause program
disturb, as shown in Fig. 3. Higher Vpass can improve the
program disturb issue. However, it causes the Vt shift of the
cells in the strings with VBL = 0 V. When the local self-
boosting scheme is used, the boosted channel potential can be
higher than the potential of the self-boosting one. However,
even at the conventional local self-boosting scheme, the re-
maining electrons in the string can be injected into FG due
to the energetic acceleration by high electric field in the deep
depletion region in the channel.

III. NEW PROGRAM BIASING SCHEME

The proposed new scheme includes a step of applying a neg-
ative bias to all WLs in a selected block before programming, as
shown in Fig. 4. Positive biases are applied to the SGD and BL,
and a negative bias is applied to all WLs at the time t0 < t < t1.

Fig. 3. Lateral band diagram and carrier distribution in the conventional
scheme during t2 < t < t3, where the electrons are concentrated in the chan-
nel under selected WL. Electron injection will easily occur due to the low
surface potential in the cell with VWL = Vprg.

Fig. 4. Timing diagram of proposed method for BL, drain side SG (SGD),
and selected and unselected WL biases.

Fig. 5. Lateral band diagram and carrier distribution in the proposed scheme
during t0 < t < t1, where the hole accumulation layer is formed in the channel
and the ionizations of the interface traps are taking place.

During this period, several phenomena occur at the same time,
to reduce the number of excess electrons in the NAND cell
string. First, the negative WLs induce the hole accumulation
at the surface of every channel region. Then, excess electrons
in the channel and S/D drift to BL or diffuse into SL and
neighboring blocks, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Moreover, some
of the electrons trapped at the oxide interface will be detrapped
and also drift and/or diffuse into BL, SL, and neighboring
blocks. Furthermore, these accumulated holes will ionize the
donor-type capture centers, e.g., the surface states. Moreover,
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Fig. 6. Mechanism to reduce the amount of electrons in the cell string:
1) By applying negative bias to WLs, electrons in the conduction band drift
to the BL or diffuse to the source line, and 2) some of the accumulated holes in
the Si surface recombine with electrons in the surface state.

Fig. 7. Band diagram and carrier distribution in the proposed scheme. During
t0 < t < t1, negative bias is applied to WLs. First, electrons in the surface
state are recombined with accumulated holes. Second, the excess electrons in
the conduction band are removed from the surface.

Fig. 8. Lateral band diagram and carrier distribution in the proposed scheme
during t3 < t < t4, where the number of electrons in the channel under
selected WL is significantly reduced and Si surface potential becomes high.

at the same time, electrons captured by the surface states
recombine with the accumulated holes, as shown in Figs. 6
and 7. As a result, the electron density in the NAND cell string
becomes very low. Then, Vprg and Vpass are applied to WLs,
following the conventional sequence at the time t2 < t < t4.
The surface potential of the inhibit cell can be maintained at
the high level because of the aforementioned excess electron
elimination, as shown in Fig. 8. As a result, the program disturb
is effectively prevented. During the actual programming period
(t2 < t < t4), the self-boosting method is used to examine the

Fig. 9. (a) Vt distribution of “01” state (lowest level in three states) before and
after program disturb stresses of 100, 200, and 500 pulses. Vprg is 22 V. Data of
two program schemes (conventional self-boost and PDFS) are compared. Inset
shows the typical programming characteristics of the cell. (b) Vt distribution of
“01” state (lowest level in three states) before and after program disturb stress
of 500 pulses. Vprg is 22 V. Data of three program schemes (conventional self-
boost, conventional local self-boost, and PDFS) are compared. (c) Comparison
of Vt shift of Vt distribution at three different program schemes. Vt shifts of the
Vt distribution (+3σ) before and after stress are shown.

extent of the improvement of program disturb, which is shown
in the next section. However, local self-boosting scheme is also
available to use.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed program scheme is verified with the experi-
ment using the 8-Gb Flash memory and miniarray of the NAND

strings (test key device), where 50-nm design rules are used.
The number of the cells in the NAND string is 32. Fig. 9(a)
shows the Vt distribution in one page (2 KB) before and after
applying program pulses 500 times, where Vprg is fixed at
22 V (monitoring Vt of the cells in the program-inhibit
state). Initially, the cells in one page are programmed to “01”
states (Vt ≥ 0.4 V). The other cells in the NAND cell string
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Fig. 10. Vt shift of the Vt distribution at −3σ for “C” level case after
applying the negative WL bias stress, which corresponds to 32 times of partial
programming stress in each page for the case of 2 bit/cell programming.

(31 cells) are all in erased state. We compared the program
disturb characteristics of the conventional self-boosting and
the new PDFS scheme. The conventional self-boosting scheme
shows large Vt shift after applying program stress 500 times.
For example, Vt (monitored at 3σ of the Vt distribution) shifts
from 1 V (initial) to 2.4 V (after stress). On the other hand, by
using the PDFS scheme, few Vt shifts are observed at the inhibit
cells even after applying Vprg stress 500 times (applying 22 V
to the selected WL 500 times roughly corresponds to 30 times
of the partial page programming of the 2 bit/cell mode). There-
fore, PDFS enables the sector programming which divides one
page to the small sectors, and each of them can be indepen-
dently programmed, even at the case of MLC operation. The
sector programming will be useful to improve the reliability
of the NAND Flash. Fig. 9(b) shows the program disturb char-
acteristics using three different schemes after applying Vprg
stress 500 times, where Vprg is 22 V. Fig. 9(c) compares the
Vt shift (3σ of the Vt distribution) of three different program
schemes as a function of the number of program pulses. The
conventional local self-boosting scheme shows smaller Vt shift
than in the case of the conventional self-boosting method;
however, significant Vt shift still exists after applying Vprg
stress 500 times. On the other hand, PDFS exhibits virtually
no Vt shift under similar conditions. Fig. 9(a)–(c) indicates
that the elimination of electrons in the NAND cell string before
programming can strongly prohibit the electron injections into
FG at the program-inhibit cell.

Fig. 10 shows the Vt distribution after applying the negative
WL stress to one block. The stress time can be calculated as
32 (partial page programming times) × average number of
programming pulses × number of pages per block × program
pulse width = 32 × 12 × 128 × 20 μs ∼ 0.98 sec. The Vt shift
of the highest state (“C” level) is almost negligible when the
negative WL bias is higher than −4.5 V. Thus, even when
we are in partial page programming mode, which divides one
page to small sectors, the Vt of the “C” level cells will have
immunity against the negative WL stress. Fig. 11 shows the
Vpass dependence of program disturb by using a miniarray
test key device. The conventional self-boosting scheme has a
small Vpass margin. When Vpass is lower than 8 V, the channel
boosting level is not high enough, and the program disturb
happens. On the other hand, Vpass voltage cannot be too high
in order to prohibit the Vt shift at the cells with VBL = 0 V and

Fig. 11. Program disturbance characteristics as a function of Vpass voltage,
where Vprg is 22 V. Conventional self-boost and PDFS program schemes
(followed by self-boost programming) are compared. PDFS shows good char-
acteristics almost independent of Vpass. 32 cells are connected in series in the
NAND cell string.

Fig. 12. +3σ of Vt distribution as a function of negative WL bias before
programming. Initially, cells are in erased state. Vprg is 22 V. Program pulses
are applied 500 times.

VWL = Vpass. In the case of the PDFS scheme, the program
disturb can be highly suppressed even though the Vpass is
essentially lowered, particularly for the levels less than 5 V,
which are showing the excellent performance. Therefore, the
PDFS scheme is able to significantly enlarge the Vpass margin.
The new scheme is also effective for an edge WL (WL0 and
WL31) without suffering GIDL, when the distance from SG to
WL and the S/D dose are properly optimized. Fig. 12 shows the
program disturb characteristics as a function of the negative WL
bias applied before programming in PDFS. The pulsewidth of
the negative WL is set to 5 s, which will give a small impact on
the programming time. The improvement of program disturb
by PDFS takes place when negative WL bias is lower than
−3 V. Fig. 13 shows the negative WL pulsewidth dependence of
the 3σ of the Vt distribution at the “11” state. The elimination
of the excess electrons in the NAND cell string is almost done
within 5 μs, as shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 shows the program
disturb characteristics as a function of the program WL voltage
(Vprg) at the PDFS scheme. It is shown that the PDFS scheme
is effective in the wide range of Vprg form 20 to 23 V,
where 22 V is usually the maximum voltage at the 2 bit/cell
programming.

Fig. 15 shows the data pattern dependence of neighboring
cells in the NAND string at the PDFS scheme. In order to clear
the data pattern dependence, Vprg is set to be as high as 23 V.
However, the Vt shift of the program-inhibit cell shows small
dependence on the data pattern. The PDFS scheme provides the
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Fig. 13. +3σ of Vt distribution at “11” state as a function of pulsewidth of
the negative WL.

Fig. 14. Vt shift of Vt distribution at +3σ is shown as a function of Vprg
voltage. Initially, cells are in “01” state. Program pulses are applied 500 times.

Fig. 15. Vt shift of Vt distribution at +3σ is shown to be dependent on data
pattern (using PDFS). Initially, cells in WLn are in “01” states. Next, cells in
WLn suffered program-inhibit stress (Vprg is 23 V, and program pulses are
applied 500 times). Data patterns in the neighboring cells in the cell string
are different. The neighboring cells are preprogrammed, before programming
WLn. 3σ of Vt shift at conventional scheme is more than 2.2 V even in all
erased state.

wide margin of program operation even encountering the worse
data pattern (when neighboring cells in the cell string are pro-
grammed to high Vt before programming selected WLn). The
surface potentials of the neighboring cells (WLn-1, WLn+1) in
the NAND string are lower than the potential of WLn’s, which
forms some barrier for electrons to drift or diffuse to BL and
SL during applying negative bias to all WLs. However, from
Fig. 15, it is clear that the effect of elimination of electrons in
the string is valid even in case of these data patterns. Fig. 16
shows the temperature dependence of the conventional and
PDFS schemes. Small temperature dependence is observed in
the wide range from 25 ◦C to 85 ◦C. Finally, Fig. 17 shows

Fig. 16. Temperature dependence of the program disturb is shown. Conven-
tional self-boosting and PDFS schemes are compared. Almost no temperature
dependence is observed in both cases.

Fig. 17. Three-dimensional T-CAD simulation results of Si surface potential
during applying Vprg and Vpass to WLs. Vprg is set 20 V. In this simulation,
four cells + two SGs are arrayed in series. The difference of the surface
potential between three schemes come from the difference in the amount of
electrons in the NAND string.

the 3-D device simulation results of the surface potential in
comparison with the conventional program scheme. For the
conventional program scheme, both self-boosting and local
self-boosting cases are shown. The PDFS scheme attains the
highest surface potential of the inhibit cell while programming,
where self-boosting scheme is used in the period between
t2 < t < t4 for the convenience. Local self-boosting is also
applicable to use in the period between t2 < t < t4. Generally,
the tunneling current (J) is expressed by the multiplex of the
tunneling probability (P) times the electron density of the Si
surface (N) as J = P ×N . The tunneling probability P is the
function of the voltage difference between FG and channel
potential [VFG - V(channel)]. Thus, there are two reasons of
the improvement of the program disturb characteristics at the
PDFS scheme. One is that the highest boosting potential of the
channel reduces the tunneling probability P. The other comes
from the decreased surface electron density N at the program-
inhibit cells for the PDFS scheme.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed scheme is successfully demonstrated as the
most effective method to prevent the program disturbance,
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which can significantly widen the process and device margin.
As the cell size is scaling down, parasitic neighboring cell
coupling is getting serious, and few margins exist for the
programming Vt distribution. The PDFS scheme provides a
robust programming scheme of scaled NAND cells. This tech-
nology is universally applicable, i.e., it is independent from the
generation of the design rule. Therefore, the new operation has
broken new ground for the cell device engineering, particularly
for sub-30-nm NAND, which has a seriously narrowed program
operation margin.
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